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7.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

In this unit, learners will learn:
 Meaning of segmentation and targeting of services
 Importance of focus strategies for service firms
 Basis of segmentation
7.1

INTRODUCTION

When a marketer have an idea for a great new offering he hopes to become a hot seller.
Before he quit his day job, he has to ask himself, “Does my idea satisfy consumers’
needs and add value to existing products?” “Who’s going to buy my product?” and
“Will there be enough of these people to make it worth my while?”
Certain people will be more attracted in what you offer than others. Not everyone
needs insurance, not everyone needs beauty services, and not every organization needs
to purchase CT scanners. Every customer has its own kind of demand, some will buy
a few, and a few will buy many. In terms of potential buyers, not all of them are
“created equal.” Some customers are more equal than others, however. A number of
people might be interested in the product idea if it satisfies their need, adds value, is
priced right, or if they are aware when your product exists in the marketplace.
Marketer goal is to figure out which people and organizations are interested in their
product ideas. For this purpose they need to divide or segment the people and
organizations into different groups of potential buyers with similar characteristics.
This process is called market segmentation and involves asking the question, What
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groups of buyers are similar enough that the same product or service will appeal
to all of them?
7.2

MEANING OF SEGMENTATION

Market segmentation is the process of dividing an entire market up into different
customer segments. Targeting or target marketing then entails deciding which
potential customer segments the company will focus on. It comes before targeting,
which helps a company to be more selective about who they are marketing their
products to. Marketing segmentation and targeting are equally important for ensuring
the overall success of a company.
The segmentation process, shown in the following figure is concerned to divide a
heterogeneous follows four broad steps:
 The definition of the market to be addressed.
 The identification of alternative bases for segmentation
 An examination of these bases and the choice of the best base or bases for
segmentation.
 The identification of individual market segments, an assessment of their
attractiveness and the selection of specific target segments.
Once the market segment has been selected, the process of target marketing involves
developing a positioning for the target segments selected and then developing a
marketing mix for each target market.
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Today, Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning (STP) are a familiar strategic
approach in modern marketing. The STP model is useful to creates marketing
communications plans since it helps marketers to develop strategies and then create
and deliver personalized and relevant messages to engage with different audiences.

The above diagram shows how STP model works. STP is relevant to digital marketing
too, where applying marketing personas can help develop more relevant digital
communications as shown by these alternative tactical customer segmentation
approaches. In addition, STP focuses on commercial effectiveness, selecting the most
valuable segments for a business and then developing a marketing mix and product
positioning strategy for each segment.
7.3

IMPORTANCE OF SEGMENTATION OF SERVICES

As already stated, segmentation is the basis for developing targeted and effective
marketing plans. Furthermore, analysis of market segments enables decisions about
intensity of marketing activities in particular segments. A segment orientated
marketing approach generally offers a range of advantages for both, businesses and
customers.
1) Focus of the Company – It is an effective method to enhance the focus of a firm
on market segments. If a marketer have better focus, obviously he will have better
returns. A number of automobile companies have started focusing on small car
segments. This is nothing else but a company changing its focus for better returns.
Thus companies develop their strategy based on a new segment which increases its
profitability.
3

2) Increase in competitiveness – Once marketer’s focus increases, their
competitiveness in that market segment will increase. Segmentation increases the
competitiveness of companies. For example, if you are focusing on youngsters, your
brand recall and equity with youngsters will be very high. Your market share might
increase and the chances of a new competitor entering might decreases. The brand
loyalty will definitely increase. Thus market segmentation also increases
competitiveness of a firm from a holistic view.
3) Market expansion- In segmentation expansion is immediately possible. Suppose
you have your market strategy on the basis of geography, then once you are catering
to a particular territory, you can immediately expand to a nearby territory. In the same
way, if you are targeting customers based on their demography (Ex – Reebok targets
fitness enthusiasts) then you can expand in similar products (Ex – Reebok expanding
with its fitness range of clothes and accessories). Segmentation plays a vital role in
expansion.
4) Customer retention – By using segmentation, customer retention can be cheered
through the life cycle of a customer. You can take an example of Hospitality segment
whether there are hotels, airlines, or hospitals. Hospitality services is the growing
sector in India, where a customer have an ample number of choices starting from a
local Dhaba to a luxurious hotel catering services on the basis of customer demands.
5) Have better communication – One of the Ps of marketing mix which is absolutely
dependent on STP is Promotion or communication. The communications of a
company needs to be spot on for its target market. Thus if you need a target market,
you need segmentation. Communication cannot be possible without knowing your
target market. Imagine if you had to make someone across a curtain understand what
politics is. You would go on about ruling parties, states, countries and politicians. And
when the curtain is taken aside, you find that the person across the curtain is a 5 year
old kid. Is there any use talking to him about politics? This shows why communication
needs segmentation. If you don’t know your market segment, what is their
demography, what is their psychology, where they are from, then how can you form a
communication message.
6) Increases profitability – Segmentation increases competitiveness, brand recall,
brand equity, customer retention, and communications. Thus if it is affecting so many
factors of your business, then definitely it affects the profitability of the firm. We never
see people negotiating in a Nike, Gucci or BMW showrooms. One of the USP’s of this
brand is their segmentation. They are in fact targeting segments which have no need
of bargaining or negotiation. Thus their profitability is high.
7.4

FOCUS STRATEGIES FOR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

It's not usually realistic for a firm to approach to all actual or potential buyers in a
market, because customers are widely scattered, and too varied in their needs,
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purchasing behaviour, and consumption patterns. Firms themselves differ in their
abilities to serve different types of customers. So instead of attempting to compete in
an entire market, each company wishes to focus its efforts on those customers it can
serve best.
The company's focus can be described on two different dimensions i.e market focus
and service focus. Market focus stands to which a firm serves few or many markets,
while service focus describes the extent to which a firm offers few or many services.
These dimensions define the four basic focus strategies shown in Figure.

A fully focused organization provides a very limited range of services (perhaps just a
single core product) to a narrow and specific market segment. It means companies put
all its best efforts to a selected segment. For example, Aspen Travel serves the specific
needs of the film production industry. A market-focused company concentrates on a
narrow market segment but has a wide range of services. Each Travel fest store serves
a limited geographic market; appealing to families and individuals planning vacation
trips rather than to business travellers, but offers a broad array of services.
A company which is Service-focused offers a narrow range of services to a fairly broad
market. Thus, Capital Prestige Travel specializes in the narrow field of discount cruise
sailings, but reaches customers across a broad geographic market through a telephonebased delivery system. Finally, many service providers fall into the unfocused
category because they try to serve broad markets and provide a wide range of services.
As you can see from Figure, focusing requires a company to identify the market
segments that it can serve best with the services it offers. Effective market
segmentation should group customers in ways that result in similarity within each
segment and dissimilarity between each segment on relevant characteristics.
7.4.1 Risks and opportunities of a fully focused strategy
A fully focused organization provides a limited range of services to a narrow and
specific market segment. There are both opportunities and risks to such a strategy. If
a firm has specialization in a well- defined area, it may provide protection against the
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competitors, and then the firm can take high prices. The biggest risk is that the market
may be too small to get the volume of business needed for financial success. Other
risks include the danger that demand for the service may decrease because of
alternative products, or that purchasers in the chosen segment may be affected by an
economic do
Opportunities
 Developing recognized expertise in a well-defined niche may provide protection
against would be competitors.
 Allow firm to charge premium prices.
Risks
 Market may be too small to generate needed volume of business.
 Demand for a service may be displaced by generic competition from alternative
products.
 Purchasers in chosen segment may be susceptible to economic downturn.
7.4.2 Risks and opportunities of a Service focused strategy
They provides a narrow range of services to a broad market. As soon as new segments
are added, the firm should try to develop knowledge and skills in serving each
segment. This require a wider sales effort and greater investment in marketing
communication.
Opportunities
 Create a portfolio of customers that hedge against these risks.
Risks
 As new segments are added firm need expertise to serve each segment.
 More sales effort and more spent in market communications.Example : B2B
market (Business to Business market)
7.4.3 Risks and opportunities of a market focused strategy
A market focused company focuses on a narrow market segment, but has a wide range
of services. Before choosing a market focused strategy, managers make sure that their
firms have the operational capability to do an excellent job of delivering each of the
different services selected. Marketer must understand customer purchasing practices
and preferences.
Opportunities
 Potential of selling many services to a narrow segment.
Risks
 Need to have strong operational capability.
 Understand customer needs, wants and preferences.
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7.4.4 Unfocused Strategy
Finally, a large number of service providers fall into the unfocused category, because
they try to capture broad markets and provide a broad range of services. The danger
with this strategy is that unfocused firms often are “jack of all trades and master of
none.”
7.5

SERVICE ATTRIBUTES AND LEVEL

When a target segment is selected, firms need to provide their market with the right
service concept. A lot of research requires to see what attributes of a given service are
important to specific market segments. However, it is dangerous to over-generalize.
The importance of attributes may differ for the same individual according to:
 Purpose of using the service
 Who makes decision
 Timing of use
 Whether service is used alone or in a group
 Composition of that group
Consumers choose between alternative service offerings based on perceived
differences between them. Attributes that distinguish competing services from one
another are not necessarily the most important ones. Determinant attributes determine
buyers’ choices between competing alternatives
 Service characteristics that are important to purchasers
 Customers see significant differences between competing alternatives on these
attributes.
7.6

TARGETING OF SERVICES

A target market is that selected market (customers), that a company wants to sell its
products and services to, and to whom it directs its marketing efforts. Firstly marketer
needs to identify the target market and thereafter develops its marketing plan. A target
market can be separated from the market as a whole by geography, buying power and
psychographics. Once the segments have been evaluated the market to be targeted can
be selected on the basis of:


Undifferentiated marketing: The undifferentiated marketing strategy emphases
on an entire target market rather than a segment of it. This strategy employs a
single marketing mix - one product, one price, one placement and a single
promotional effort to reach the maximum number of consumers in that target
market.
"Marketing," by William M. Pride and O. C. Ferrell, gives commodities says
sugar and salt are examples of products that might be marketed effectively
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through an undifferentiated strategy, as many consumers in the overall market
have similar needs for the products.


Differentiated marketing: This is a customized approach and satisfies customers
according to their needs. A differentiated marketing strategy targets different
market segments with specific marketing mixes designed especially to meet those
segments needs. Each mix includes a product, price, placement and promotional
program customized specifically for a particular segment. For example, a
company that manufactures vitamin supplements might identify gender-based
market segments. It could produce one multivitamin formula for women and
another for men. It could further differentiate by segmenting the gender groups
by life stage and creating different marketing mixes around each one.
Differentiated marketing is best suited for markets with readily identifiable
segments, each with distinctive needs.



Concentrated marketing: The concentrated strategy provides a third-way solution
that allows marketers to target a single market segment with a single marketing
mix. The ability to specialize to this degree has the advantage of allowing a
company to focus its resources on meeting the needs of a single, well-defined and
well-understood market, which makes it more competitive against larger
companies. On the downside, a concentrated marketing strategy can pigeonhole a
company into a single product and market and leave it vulnerable to the effects of
changing conditions within that market.



Micro marketing: Micromarketing is a marketing strategy in which advertising
efforts are focused on a small group of highly-targeted consumers.
Micromarketing requires a company to narrowly define a particular audience by
a particular characteristic, such as ZIP code or job title, and tailor campaigns for
that particular segment. It can be a more expensive technique due to customization
and lack of an economy of scale. Twenty years ago one of the mainstream
channels of thought in marketing strategy (indeed in business strategy more
broadly) was the need to choose between price leadership and differentiation and
to avoid being “stuck in the middle”. This particular distinction is now less valid.
Given the wider and more even diffusion of technology and dissemination of
knowledge, price is becoming much more of a differentiator. To take a simple
example, the phrase “made in China” no longer signifies a lower standard of
quality.
Service companies can segment their service delivery by having more able and
reliable customer contact people, by developing a superior physical environment
in which the service product is delivered, or by designing a superior delivery
process. Segmentation is the key to successful marketing, competing, and
building your sustainable competitive advantage. A superior product or service
means nothing without a way of somehow identifying the differences in the tastes
and preferences of consumers and letting your prospective customers know about
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it. A service characteristic can be any customer benefit that separates a service
offering from competitors. Service marketer must find that difference and
communicate it to your customer.
For example, many grocery chains now offer online shopping and home delivery as a
better way to shop and home delivery as a better way to shop than having to drive,
park, wait in line, and tote groceries home. Finally, service companies also can work
on differentiate their images through symbols and branding. The harris bank adopted
the lion as its symbol on its stationery, in this advertising, and even as stuffed animals
offered to new depositors. The well known Harris lion confers an image of strength
on the bank. Other well – known service symbols include Merrill Lynch’s bull MGM’s
lion, McDonald’s golden arches, Allstate’s “good hands” and the Travellers red
umbrella.
7.7

KEY WORDS

 Targeting: It is a marketing strategy that involves identifying specific personas
or markets for specific content
 Strategy: a plan of action designed to achieve a long-term or overall aim.
 Attributes: a quality or feature regarded as a characteristic or inherent part of
someone or something.
 Price Leadership: the setting of prices in a market by a dominant company,
which is followed by others in the same market.
 Customised: to modify or build according to individual or personal specifications
or preference.
 Negotiation: discussion aimed at reaching an agreement.
 Portfolio: a range of investments held by a person or organization.
7.8

LET US SUM UP

In any competitive industry, firms need to focus to achieve competitive advantage.
There are three focused strategies that can be used to achieve competitive advantage.
They are (1) fully focused, (2) service focused, and (3) market focused. There is a
fourth, the unfocused strategy. However, it is not advisable for firms to choose an
unfocused strategy as this will mean that they spread themselves too thin to remain
competitive. Marketing segmentation forms the basis for the three focused strategies.
In marketing segmentation, firms should identify and select target segments that it can
serve best. When determining the attributes that are important to its target segments,
there is a need to understand the difference between important and determinant
attributes in consumer choice decisions. An attribute may be important to the
consumer, but that may not be important for buying decisions (e.g. safety is important,
but all airlines a traveller considers are seen as safe). If that is the case, such an attribute
should not be used as a basis for segmentation. Determinant attributes are attributes
that consumers focus on when comparing alternative services and can be used for
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product positioning. Once the important and determinant attributes are understood,
management should decide what service level the firm can achieve for each of the
attributes. Service levels are often used to segment customers according to their
willingness to trade off price and service level across a broad variety of attributes.
With the understanding of service attributes and levels, firms can develop their market
positioning strategy. To do that, they need to conduct market, internal and competitor
analyses. The outcome of these analyses is the position statement. Positioning changes
and does not stay still. It needs to develop and change according to changes in
competitive responses and consumer trends.
7.9

MODEL QUESTIONS

1. Why should service firms focus their efforts? Describe the basic focus options?
2. Explain segmentation and its importance in service marketing.
3. What do you mean by targeting and on which basis a market is selected for
targeting?
7.10



FURTHER REFERENCE
https://www.brainkart.com/article/Services-Markets-Segmentation_6011/
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8.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

In this unit, learners will learn:
 Meaning of Positioning of services
 Importance of positioning of services
 Steps in Positioning of services
 Differentiation of Services and its Characteristics
8.1

INTRODUCTION

Frequently heard statements like “value for money”, “our people are the key”, or
“convenience” are of little descriptive or differentiating value for developing
competitive strategy.
Without knowing which product features are of the specific interest to customers, it’s
hard for managers to develop an appropriate competitive strategy for their firm and its
products, and harder still to evaluate a product’s subsequent performance in the
marketplace. Once that target segment or market is clear, the service marketer has to
position himself appropriately for that segment. Positioning, as is now well understood
in marketing, is an integral part of strategy for a new service provider. Even in the case
of a mature business, a service marketer needs to reaffirm its positioning in the minds
of target customers. At times, a subtle shift in positioning may also be necessary to
11

keep up with the changing consumer preferences or to cope with the challenges from
competitors.
8.2

MEANING OF POSITIONING

Positioning is concerned with the identification, development and communication of
a differentiated advantage which makes the organization’s products and service
perceived as superior and distinctive to those of its competitors in the mind of its target
customers.
Services have a number of distinguishing features which have special implications for
the positioning and attributes to emphasize. Three key characteristics for service
positioning are the intangibility, the degree of variability or heterogeneity in quality
of a given service, and inseparability. Briefly, the positioning is a mental image or
picture that a service provider would like to have about it in the consumer’s mind. It
is a deliberate attempt at building an identity of a certain kind for the service. For
example, McDonald’s in India has a slightly up market image than in the US, where
it is viewed as cheap American fast food. Since a hamburger is an everyday item of
American food, it made sense for McDonald’s to develop that positioning. In India,
that slot is already occupied by a variety of Indian alternatives. For example, the idlidosa corner food stalls in the south, the paratha serving stalls in the north, or the tea
and samosa corners of Kolkata. Therefore, the mind space that McDonald’s has tried
to occupy is of two types. One, the affluent, westernized teenager. Second, the Modern
upscale family possibly driven by children who enjoy the feeling of eating at a
McDonald’s. Positioning has a lot to do with the target segment to which we choose
to market, and it has elements like price, packaging, communication and ambience,
which reinforce the positioning, attempted by the company.
Banks, for example, used to position themselves as austere, dull but safe place, you
could trust until recently. Some public sector banks in India have still not changed.
However, consumer tastes have changed; competitors in the field have brought in
modern views from the advanced countries.
Presently, every bank is trying to offer an ambience, which is friendly with smiling
young tellers and receptionists, and customer service representatives, not to mention
the call centers and free photographs to open bank accounts with. Thus, positioning
can also be a function of a time, and a place or a function of what the consumers
expect.
8.3

IMPORTANCE OF POSITIONING

a. To Make Entire Organisation Market-oriented:
Product positioning is a part of the broader marketing philosophy. It concerns with
identifying superior aspects of product and matching them with consumers more
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effectively than competitions. This philosophy makes the entire organisation market
oriented.
b. To Cope with Market Changes:
Once the product is positioned successfully doesn’t mean the task of manager is over.
He has to constantly watch the market. As per new developments in the market place,
new competitive advantages should be identified, discovered or developed to suit the
changing expectations of the market. It makes the manager active, alert and dynamic.
c. To Meet Expectation of Buyers:
Generally, the advantages to be communicated are decided on the basis of expectations
of the target buyers. So, product positioning can help realize consumers’ expectations.
d. To Promote Consumer Goodwill and Loyalty:
Systematic product positioning reinforces the company’s name, its product and brand.
It popularizes the brand. The company can create goodwill and can win customer
loyalty.
e. To Design Promotional Strategy:
More meaningful promotional programme can be designed. Based on what advantages
are to be communicated, appropriate means are selected to promote the product.
Product positioning signifies those advantages that are significant to consumers. When
such benefits are promoted through suitable means of advertising, it definitely catches
the interest and attention of consumers.
f. To Attract Different Types of Consumers:
Consumers differ in terms of their expectations from the product. Some want
durability; some want unique features; some want novelty; some wants safety; some
want low price; and so on. A company, by promoting different types of competitive
advantages, can attract different types of buyers.
g. To Face Competition:
This is the fundamental use of product positioning. Company can respond strongly to
the competitors. It can improve its competitive strength.
h. To Introduce New Product Successfully:
Product positioning can assist a company in introducing a new product in the market.
It can position new and superior advantages of the product and can penetrate the
market easily.
i. To Communicate New and Varied Feature Added Later on:
When a company changes qualities and/or features of the existing products, such
improvements can be positioned against products offered by the competitors. Product
positioning improves competitive strength of a company. Normally, consumers
consider product advantages before they buy it. So, product positioning proves
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superiority of company’s offers over competitors. It may also help consumers in
choosing the right product.
8.4

POSITIONING‘S ROLE IN MARKETING STRATEGY

Positioning links market analysis and competitive analysis to internal corporate
analysis. From these three, a position statement can be developed that enables the
service organization to answer the questions:
 What is our product (or service concept);
 What do we want to become;
 What actions must an organization take to get there?
Positioning may vary for products, outlets, or may be set for the entire organization.
However, overall coherency between different positioning strategies must be present.
Failing to implement positioning (especially for difficult to evaluate intangible
services) may result in one of several undesirable outcomes:
 The organization (or one of its products) is pushed into a position where it
faces head-on competition from stronger competitors;
 The organization (product) is pushed into a position which nobody else wants
because there is little customer demand there;
 The organization’s (product’s) position is so fuzzy that nobody knows what its
distinctive competency really is;
 The organization (product) has no position at all in the marketplace because
nobody has ever heard of it.
8.5

STEPS IN POSITIONING OF SERVICES

According to Jack Trout, positioning strategy must establish position for firm or
product in minds of customers. It should be distinctive, providing one simple,
consistent message, must set firm/product apart from competitors and must focus its
efforts
1. Determining the levels of positioning: Step one is to settle on which level needs
positioning attention and focus. For e.g. Vodafone has separate corporate plans and
individual plans
2. Identification of attributes: After step one, specific attributes that customers seek
comes into play. For e.g. the purpose of using the banking service may be different for
business and personal service seekers. Timing also influences choice of service. For
e.g. choice of going to a restaurant will be different for a corporate meeting or a
weekend family brunch. The service seeker also evaluates alternatives available to
him/her and makes a choice basis his perception. This choice need not necessarily
reflect the most important attribute he seeks in a service. For eg. a customer using the
services of a particular bank ranks ‘rate of interest as the most important feature. But
mostly all banks will have similar rates so he makes his choice basis other factors like,
14

bank timings, atmosphere, friendly staff, net banking facility etc. the service seekers
perceptions of this process is the basis for developing positioning map.
3. Location of attributes on a positioning map: Positioning maps is a useful way to
represent consumer perceptions of alternative products in visual format. They are
typically two attributes, but nowadays, 3-D models can be used to portray positions
on three attributes simultaneously. They are also known as perceptual maps.
Positioning maps can be developed for each segment in the target market and these
maps will show the positions of different players, as per the perceptions of the
consumers in these segments. Mapping future scenarios help identify potential
competitive responses and helps in visualization of strategy.
EXAMPLE: AUTO MARKET
Product: Ferrari, BMW, Kia, Range Rover, Saab, Hyundai

The six products are plotted upon the positioning map. It can be concluded that
products tend to bunch in the high price/low economy(fast) sector and also in the low
price/high economy sector. There is an opportunity in the low price/ low economy
(fast) sector. Maybe Hyundai or Kia could consider introducing a low cost sport
saloon. However, remember that it is all down to the perception of the individual.
Positioning is all about ‘perception’. As perception differs from person to person, so
do the results of the positioning map e.g what you perceive as quality, value for money,
etc, is different to my perception. However, there will be similarities.
Products or services are ‘mapped’ together on a “positioning map”. This allows them
to be compared and contrasted in relation to each other. This is the main strength of
this tool. Marketers decide upon a competitive position which enables them to
15

distinguish their own products from the offerings of their competition. Basic
positioning map template:
The marketer would draw out the map and decide upon a label for each axis. They
could be price (variable one) and quality (variable two), or Comfort (variable one) and
price (variable two). The individual products/services are then mapped out next to
each other. Any gaps could be regarded as possible areas for new products.
4. Evaluating position options: According to Ries and Trout, there are 3 positioning
options:
 Strengthening current position against competitors: This means to better ones
own services and thus strengthening the current position against competitors.
 Identifying an unoccupied market position: This means to identify and fill the
unoccupied and unnoticed .gaps through better service delivery.
 Repositioning the competition: This means to frequently reposition in order to
attain a better position as compared to the competitor can be achieved through
advertising and innovation.
5. Implementing positioning : The positioning should be communicated to target
audience by all employees, positioning and advertising .
The research and analysis that underlie development of an effective positioning
strategy are designed to highlight both opportunities and threats to the firm in the
competitive marketplace, including the presence of generic competitors. Figure 3.3
identifies the basic steps involved in identifying a suitable market position and
developing a strategy to reach it.
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8.6

TYPES OF POSITIONING

There are a variety of ways in which positioning can be arrived at. Some major ways
of doing this are discussed below.
1. Positioning by features: It is based on a single feature or attribute of a service. If
your product or service has some unique features that have obvious value this may be
the way to go. For example, the largest roller coaster in town: an amusement park. One
new ride added every month, for a similar theme park, live music along with a dinner,
for the restaurant.
2. Positioning by comparison: In this service is positioned against a particular
competitor. For example, the highest occupancy rates in town fora hotel, the highest
percentage of satisfied customers for an airline, or the highest percentage of successful
candidates, for a coaching class or educational institution. Business schools frequently
use rankings in independent surveys to claim they are in the top 10 or 15 in the country.
One business school, Indian Institute of Planning and Management (IIPM), even
positions itself against the Indian Institutes of Management (IIMs), with the line “Dare
to Think Beyond the IIMs”.
3. Positioning by benefit to consumer: It is based on some benefit the customer
derives using a particular service. As in “You have a dream of becoming an expert
programmer, working for a multinational, going abroad, etc., and we help you to fulfill
it”, could be the slogans of a computer training institute such as NIIT or SSI. Or, a
caterer could position himself as “taking the hassles out of cooking and cleaning for a
party”, or a resort could position itself as a “get away from the year round hecticpace
of life”. Airlines such as Indian Airlines offer the largest connections to most Indian
towns and cities, and try to use it to position themselves.
4. Positioning as an expert: For example, we understand air travel, for an airline, or,
the expert on budget tours for a tour operator.
5. Positioning through guarantees: Full satisfaction, or your money back, or returns
with no questions asked, in case of retail stores.
6. Positioning as a leader: Number 1 in the furniture retailing business, or leadership
with responsiveness, in the banking industry.
7. Positioning through smart tag lines, which may implicitly convey some benefit,
like the famous line used by Met Life Insurance, USA, which says “Get Met. It Pays.”
(In India, they are currently using the tag line “Have you met life today?”). This may
indicate that it settles claims with less of fuss than competitors. It may also imply other
value, though not explicitly specified.
8. Positioning through emotions such as fear, love, kinship, concern for the
environment, etc. A hotel chain in India calls its properties Ecotels, to indicate the
17

environmental consciousness at various levels. Sahara Airlines, a late entrant into the
airline business, positioned itself as “Emotionally Yours”.
8.7

DIFFERENTIATION OF SERVICES

Differentiation is a basic business and marketing strategy, by which a company
focuses on distinct differences in its offering to customers as the basis for establishing
a competitive advantage. For service-oriented businesses, one can focus on quality
differentiation as a strategy to attract and retain core customers.
Service differentiation is the design and delivery of a service to have unique and
valuable characteristics relative to other services in the market.
8.8

SERVICE COMPONENTS

To succeed in this approach, you must typically distinguish your business in a variety
of service components.
a) Service Performance
If your business provides basic services to customers, promising and delivering
consistently high-quality services can help you differentiate. A lawn care business
could establish a quality service reputation if it consistently provides neat and detailed
lawn mowing, trimming and edging services. A landscape business could do the same
with a friendly and customer-oriented approach and top quality designs and project
completions that leave customers feeling satisfied.
b) Service Experience
In some cases, businesses provide the tools and means by which customers apply or
use services on their own. Internet service providers provide the technology and means
for customers to access the Web, for instance. To promote quality differentiation, an
ISP might emphasize low amounts of service downtime and access to fast broadband
speeds. Essentially, the quality in this type of service arrangement is the ease of use,
consistency and overall value the customer derives from his use of the service.
c) Service Resolution
Service resolution is also critical to success in service quality differentiation. Any type
of business, whether product- or service-oriented, can differentiate itself with elite
performance in service resolution. This involves carrying out the steps necessary to
resolve customer problems or fix product or service errors. Companies that succeed in
service differentiation typically have well-trained service employees who follow basic
steps to listen to customer problems, work toward a satisfactory resolution and follow
up to ensure the customer is happy with the outcome.
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d) Challenges
Service quality differentiation is typically more challenging than product
differentiation, largely because services are performed by people. Whether proactively
delivering services or responding to customer complaints, it takes consistent
performance from employees to make service differentiation work. Finding talented
employees and training them is one step. However, employees are human, and the
events of their personal and professional lives can get in the way of consistently
optimum service performance.
8.9

SERVICE DIFFERENTATION CHARACTERISTICS

Where products are tangible in nature and easily differentiated on the basis of features,
form, performance and quality, service differentiation is quite challenging
and needs out of the box thinking.
Services may be offered individually to the customer or they may be bundled with
a product. For example, tours and travels are independent services offered to
customers. But the service which accompanies the Volkswagen car you bought, is
dependent on the product – Volkswagen.
Nonetheless, there are some common service characteristics which makes each service
unique. Service differentiation can be achieved on the basis of these characteristics.
Here are 7 ways to differentiate your services from competition.
1) Ordering ease
This is a differentiator on which many internet businesses are based nowadays. Have
you noticed an increase in overall purchases because of the penetration of Ecommerce? People used to do window shopping when they had time.
Now they just have to browse their smartphones whenever they are free. No doubt,
this has resulted in more impulse purchases then the history of mankind. That is why
E-commerce services are on the rise. And this is also the reason that most businesses
are preferring online marketing as the mode of selling their products.
2) Delivery
Delivery is a major marketing tactic to differentiate your services. Just look at the
popularity of Pizza Hut or Dominos and the only reason these 2 brands are popular
because of their claim of “30 minutes delivery or free”. On the other hand look at
services like Laundromat. They don’t give you clean clothes with delivery, they ask
you to come to the store and get your clothes cleaned.
Both are examples which are convenient and more importantly cost effective to the
customer. In terms of E-commerce, look at Amazon Prime. Where normal Ecommerce companies commit 4-6 days delivery, Amazon prime commits the delivery
in 24 to 48 hours max. Moreover, if you are an Amazon prime customer, you get free
delivery too. This immediately attracts the customer towards Amazon.
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Be it a restaurant, a travel operator, an E-commerce company, whatever products or
services you have to deliver, should be delivered fast and accurate. And this delivery
time should be incorporated in your marketing communications. It will help you a lot
to differentiate your services.
3) Installation
Companies which sell Air conditioners or technical equipment like Cold rooms,
Ducting equipment etc, have to differentiate themselves through their services. Are
you likely to install a cold room when you know that the brand provides poor service?
At any time, a restaurant’s cold room has very high priced material and food items
stored within the cold room. If timely installation and services are not given on site,
all food items will get spoilt and the customer will suffer a huge loss. It is not only
monetary affect. Due to the breakdown of the cold room, the restaurant will not be
able to serve customers on that day and might have to ask customers to leave. This
affects the reputation of the restaurant, and severely affects your brand image.
Besides the above heavy equipment example, even normal products require
installation and it should be simple. A fridge delivered at home has an easy installation
and so does a television. People have gotten so used to the plug and play systems, that
they don’t mind the installation services taking up half an hour of their time. But it
better be a fast installation, because customers will not be ready to accept a lot of
installation time for an item which is practically a day to day usage thing.
4) Customer training
Customer training is necessary and an important aspect of differentiating your
services. When you are selling products which are new in the market, you have to
impart proper customer training so that the customer does not misuse the product.
Remember – the customer is more likely to blame your company than he is to blame
himself. If he does not understand the handling of the product, that is your fault too.
Many companies understand that customer training is necessary and hence they have
imparted the training as a norm in their installation procedures. When you order a
stove at home, the mechanic explains you the process of using it personally. When you
order a washing machine, you can have a demo call along with the delivery of the
washing machine. These are ways to instruct the customer on using the machine
properly so that he is happy with your service.
McDonalds, Pizza hut and Dominos, all these fast expanding franchises always have
training centers to train the employees of their customers. Remember, in these cases,
the distributor or the person who has taken a franchise is also the internal customer of
the fast food chains. These fast food chains then train the managers on how to handle
their franchise and how to teach franchise management to their employees going
forward. This establishes a complete chain of understanding, thereby resulting in very
few customer complaints.
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5) Customer consulting
Firms like IBM and Accenture have made big bucks through their consultation offers.
Customer consulting includes numerous infrastructure or operation related consulting
which can be offered in the form of data management, information systems and service
advisory.
Snapdeal recently introduced Account managers who will help you expand your
online business. Similarly, FMCG companies via their product managers consult their
distributors and help them increase their businesses by installing software and
infrastructure which directly notifies the company when the dealer does not have stock
or about the stocks that he needs.
A key factor in differentiating your services when it comes to consultation is being
updated as well as the street level experience of the consultant. A consultant is
expected to have a holistic view of the complete industry and then the company he or
she is consulting. Hence, knowledge and street smarts are two things differentiating a
consultation company.
6) Maintenance and repair
Repair services need to differentiate themselves with the response time. Many tech
products like your Ipod and Printer have online knowledge bases which users can refer
to, so as to solve their problems immediately. Other times, companies like Hewlett
packard and others offer fast services to their corporate and enterprise customers.
Companies like Dell and IBM have onsite engineers who take care of all customers
needs. They also ensure that the network is working properly and they take care of
regular infrastructure maintenance and repair in their hand. These top companies know
that breakdown of network or improper working of servers can affect a lot in the
overall productivity of their employees. Hence maintenance and repairs are handled
with care.
The faster your response time, and the more quality work you do, the more easily you
will differentiate your services when it is a Maintenance or repair service. There is
good revenue generated through maintenance and repairs as well. Look at the service
centers of Automobiles. They will remind you periodically of what services or
maintenance is due. And these services earn a good amount through replacement of
spare parts and by keeping spare parts in stock.
7) Returns
Returns are a major hurdle to E-commerce sales as well as retail sales. Ever bought a
product which just didn’t work? It happens to everyone, even if you have bought a top
of the line brand. The nuisance is even worse in E-commerce, where E-commerce
portals are actively advertising easy returns, to the disappointment of the sellers selling
products online.
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There are majorly two types of returns and two ways to manage them. How you
manage them helps you with service differentiation.
Controllable returns are the ones where there is a genuine problem in the product or it
got broken in transport or the product quality is not upto mark. If there is a high
percentage of controllable returns, then you know what you need to improve on.
Uncontrollable returns are returns which happen because the customer did not
understand the product or his experience was not good. Changing uncontrollable
things is difficult and as long as uncontrollable returns are a small portion of your
returned products, you are fine. Many brands have opened experience centers
and automobile companies give test rides so as to manage customer expectations. This
way when the customer orders a product online, he will not disappoint the seller who
is selling these products.
Same goes for modern retailers. Many modern retailers, in order to sooth and convince
customers, have started having their own service technicians. This is because retail is
a service, and the service has to be given to the customer until the end. If it is not given
properly, it results in sales return, something each company detests because of the
costs involved in accepting sales return. You spent money acquiring new customers,
and what happened was a sales return! It is demotivating. The best way to differentiate
your service is to have lesser return rates, be it a product service or a restaurant.
8.10

KEY WORDS

 Holistic: characterized by the belief that the parts of something are intimately
interconnected and explicable only by reference to the whole.
 Brand Image: the general impression of a product held by real or potential
consumers.
 Articulate: having or showing the ability to speak fluently and coherently.
 Heterogeneity: the quality or state of being diverse in character or content.
 Coherency: It is something logical or consistent and something that makes sense
as a whole.
8.11

LET US SUM UP

After the logical step of segmenting and targeting the market, a company should
position itself in the minds of customers for its unique attributes, as compared to its
competitors. Positioning a service is difficult as compared to products because services
are intangible in nature. However, a company should identify a competitive position
for itself in the market, by differentiating itself from the competitors. Further, a
company should add value to its services by improving either its primary activities
which consist of inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing and
sales, and service or its support activities which include the procurement processes,
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infrastructure of a firm, its human resource management, and the technology
development.
These interdependent and interrelated activities, together contribute to the margin that
the company aims to earn. This concept of a value chain has helped organizations
identify their core and non-core activities so that some of them can be outsourced. The
firm's strengths help the firm gain either a cost advantage or a differential advantage
over its competitors. To gain a competitive advantage, a company should differentiate
itself from its competitors based on the attributes that are important, distinct,
communicable, superior, preemptive, affordable and profitable to the customers.
Further, companies should understand the importance of positioning in developing a
marketing strategy and its influence on the profit margins of in a particular company.
This understanding will help a firm in framing a suitable positioning strategy. As part
of the positioning strategy, a company should first determine the levels of positioning
it wants to occupy in the market, identify the attributes that are important to the target
market, and locate these attributes on the positioning map in relation to its customers.
Further, it should evaluate the positioning options available and decide if it wants to
position itself against its competitor, or occupy a unique position in the market, or
reposition itself. Last, it should opt for a good implementation strategy that clearly
communicates the desired position to its customers.
Service differentiation is the design and delivery of a service to have unique and
valuable characteristics relative to other services in the market. To succeed in this
approach, one must typically distinguish their business in a variety of service
components such as Service components, service performance, service experience,
service Resolution and challenges. The Service Differentiation characteristics are
ordering ease, Delivery, Installation, customer training, customer consulting,
Maintenance and repair, returns.
8.12
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

MODEL QUESTION
What do you understand by positioning of services?
Give some examples of positioning of services.
What is the need of positioning of services?
Explain the consequences of failure of positioning of services?
Explain the steps in positioning of services?
Explain different attributes with examples on whose basis positioning of services.
What is meant Differentiation of Services? State the ways to differentiate one’s
services from the competitors.
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SERVICE BLUEPRINTING
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9.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, learners will be able to know
 Meaning of Service Blueprinting
 Preparation of service Blueprint, its components, advantages and application
 Service mapping and service failure
9.1

INTRODUCTION

The service process is an element of augmented marketing mix and vital point of value
chain. Service process is a way of undertaking transaction, supplying information and
providing services in a way which is acceptable to the customer and effective to the
organization. One of the keys to matching service specification to customer
expectation is the ability to describe the critical service process characteristics
objectively and to depict them so that the employees, customers and managers alike
know what the service is, can see their roles and understand all the steps and flows
involved in the process. Shostack introduced the concept of Blueprinting for designing
and specifying intangible service processes. (M.K.Rampal, S.L.Gupta)
A service blueprint is a visual portrayal of the service plan that displays the service by
simultaneously depicting the process of service delivery, the point of customer
contact, the role of customer and employees and the visible element of the service. It
allows the marketer to evaluate which tasks are more critical and which are prone to
failure. This technique can be used not only for developing new innovative services
as well as for improving the existing services. (Valarie A. Zeithaml)
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9.2

BUILDING A SERVICE BLUEPRINT

The development of the blueprint needs to involve a variety of functional
representatives as well as information from the customer. Following points should be
considered.
Step 1- Identify the service process to be blueprinted – One should break down the
complex process into small steps and identify those parts of services which are not
visible to the clients. Example: Purchasing of supplies.
Step 2- Identify the customer or the customer segment experiencing the service.
The needs of the each customer segment is different and requires the variation in the
service design. Blueprints are useful when developed for customer or the customer
segment assuming that the service processes varies across the service segment.
Separate blueprint should be developed to avoid confusion and maximize their
usefulness.
Step 3 - Map the service process from the customer’s point of view -This step
involves charting the choices and actions of the customers in purchasing, consuming
and evaluating the service. This step will help avoid focusing on processes and the
steps that have no customer impact. This step focuses on who the customer is and
involves the considerable research and observation to determine exactly how the
customer experiences the service. Sometimes the beginning and ending of the service
from the Customer’s point of view are not obvious.
Step 4- Map contact employee actions - First the lines of interaction and visibility
are drawn and the process from the customer contact person’s point of view is mapped,
distinguishing visible onstage activities from the invisible backstage activities. For the
existing services this step involves preparing frontline operation employee to learn
what they need to do and which activities they are expected to perform in full view of
customers versus which activities are carried out in back-office.
Step 5- Link contact activities to needed support functions - The line of internal
interaction can be drawn and linkages from contact activities to internal support
functions can be identified. In this process, the direct and indirect impact of internal
actions on the customer becomes apparent. Internal service processes take on added
importance viewed in connection with their link to the customer. Alternatively, certain
steps in the process may be viewed as unnecessary if there is no clear link to essential
internal support service.
Step 6 - Add evidence of service at each customer action step - Finally, the evidence
of the service can be added to blueprint to demonstrate what the customer see and
experience as tangible evidence of the service at each step in the process. A
photographic blueprint, including photos, slides or the video of the process can be very
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useful at this stage to aid in analyzing the impact of the tangible evidence and its
consistency with the overall strategy and service positioning.
Step 7 - Isolate fail points - In this step the expert should build failure-safe sub process
in order to correct possible errors
Step 8- Establish time frame - The execution time frame of services is a major cost
determinant factor for calculating maximum of deviation.
Step 9- Analyze profitability - The expert must quantify the cost of delay and
establish the time of service execution standard in order to analyze the profitability
from the distribution of service. (Valarie A Zeithaml)
9.3

DIFFERENT COMPONENTS OF SERVICE MARKETING

The convention for drawing service blueprint is not rigidly defined. Thus, the
particular symbols used the number of horizontal lines in the blueprint and the labels
for each part of blueprint may vary somewhat depending on complexity of blueprint
being described. One of the service blue printing’s major strengths is its flexibility
when compared with other mapping approaches. The key components of the service
blueprint are given below with the example of Hotel Stay Service:-

(http://www.csia.com.au/~csiacoma/wp-content/uploads/2011)
1. Customer actions: This area involves the steps, choices activities and interactions
that a customer performs in the process of purchasing, experiencing and evaluating
the service. The total customer experience is apparent in this area of blueprint. For
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example, as shown in above blueprint for the overnight hotel stay service customer is
actively involved and his activities and interactions in the hotel at various point of time
is shown in customer action component such as arrive at hotel , checks in , sleep
shower receive food, checks out and leave.
2. Contact employee action: Parallel to the customer action there are two areas of
contact employee action which are as follow-:
i. Onstage/Visible contact employee action-: The activities that the contact
employee performs that are visible to customer are onstage / visible contact
employee actions.(Valarie A Zeithaml) For example in above diagram employees
directly interact with the customer through the activities such as greet and take
bag, process registration, deliver bags , deliver food , process checkout.
ii. Backstage/invisible contact employee action-: These are the actions that occur
behind the scenes to support the onstage activities. In the above example
backstage activities include take the bag to room and take food order.
3. Support processes: This section covers the internal services, steps, and interactions
that take place to support the contact employees in delivering the service. As in the
above example activities which are performed to support frontline employee actions
are registration system, prepare food and registration system.
4. Physical evidence: In the blueprint physical evidence is listed at the top of each
point of contact. These are also known as peripheral evidence. These are not essential
for the operation of core service, but have important bearing on the service delivery.
A customer may get attracted or detracted from the services because of these
peripheral evidence such as newspapers or magazines to read, appointment cards. As
in the above example, each step in the customer section area is also associated with
various forms of physical evidence, from the hotel parking area and hotel exterior and
interior used at guest registration, the lobby, the room and the food. (R.Srinivasan)
9.4

PREPARATION OF SERVICE BLUEPRINT

The stages involved in blue printing preparation are:1. Representation of Product (Service) in its molecular structure: In case of
services the intangible elements dominates in the blueprint design. In blue print design
intangibles elements are represented by circles, whereas tangible elements are
represented by square. As each intangible element of molecular structure have varying
degree of importance. The size of element will be drawn according to its prominence.
For example in hair dressing service the larger circle will be drawn for hair cutting
skills as it is a key intangible element of the hair dressing service whereas for the skills
like hair styling will be shown by smaller circles as it is subsidiary intangible element.
Though some service providers argue that the molecular structure stage could be
omitted in the preparation of service blue printing and final version of molecular
diagram may seem very obvious but it may be undertaken for the following reasons.
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a) It concentrates the mind and provokes the valuable discussion: This stage helps
in knowing actual skills required to meet the customer wants.
b) It increases the understanding of the services being offered: In this stage we
establish the importance of the different skills required for the service by
evaluating these skills which further helps us in better understanding of the
services being offered.
2. Breaking down the process into logical steps: At this stage the whole service
process is broken down into logical steps. To affect a satisfying experience, service
provider develops a script which is defined as pre-determined, stereotype sequence of
actions that defined a well-known situation. The script basically tells the customer
what his role should be in the sequence of the events and what other people are likely
to do. For each step in the process performance is monitored and set against
organizations specifications and customer expectations. More the service received
confirms to the script more is the customer satisfaction.
3. Recognizing the variability in the process: In the service blueprint fan symbol is
used to denote variability within the process. The variability can be either planned or
unplanned. Where the variability is planned the fan follows a rectangle whereas
variability is unplanned the fan follows the circle. It is important, at this stage, in the
service design process to design where the unplanned variation may occur and to
anticipate a potential service failure point. Also set the executional standards that are
tolerance around each function which are acceptable from the customer and the cost
point of view.
4. Identify the back stage elements in the process: Backstage elements are shown
in the process after the line of visibility, which distinguishes front office from the back
office. These elements include the activities which are performed to support visible
actions of the employees. Many of the backstage elements themselves can be
represented as processes. (M.K. Rampal, S.L. Gupta)
9.5

SERVICE MAPPING

It is a technique which is used to portray an existing service situation and provides a
useful tool to assess and identify service evidence opportunities. These are built on
blueprints and provide two important additional information features to the service
provider.
1. Provide greater attention to customer interaction that is paying more attention
on front stage activities.
2. Provide visual representation of the structure of the service by drawing
additional vertical layers. ( R.Srinivasan).
In the service map the horizontal axis represent the process and the vertical axis
represent the structure of the service. A service map may be read horizontally from
left to right to understand the actions or steps that might be performed by either
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customer or the contact employees of firm, or it may be read vertically to understand
structural relationship that exist to support the actions of the customer and the
employees. Larger the service organization the greater the need to make clear structure
in order that service logic is understood by employees.(M.K. Rampal, S.L. Gupta) In
service map, the service organization structure depicted on the vertical axis becomes
more clear through dividing lines. These lines are as follows:9.6

SERVICE BLUEPRINT COMPONENTS

1. Line of Interaction: This denotes the distinction between the customers and the
frontline employees. (R. Srinivasan)
2. Line of Visibility: This line separates all the service activities visible to customer
from those not visible to customer. This line also separates what the contact
employees do onstage from what they do backstage. For example in a medical
examination situation the doctor would perform the actual exam and answer the
patient’s questions above the line of visibility or onstage, whereas the doctor
might reads the patients chart in advance and dictates notes following the exam
below the line of visibility or backstage.(Valarie A Zeithaml)
3. Line of Internal Interaction: This line separates the customer-contact employee
activities from the operations support staff activities. The interaction between
them normally occurs out of sight of customers.
4. Line of Implementation: This line divides the operations staff and general
management services. The latter may be located physically at a distance from the
former and are not therefore directly involved with implementing the service.
(M.K. Rampal, S.L. Gupta)
9.7

ADVANTAGES OF BLUEPRINTING

1. Provides an overview: The employees can relate „what I do‟ to the service
viewed as an integrated whole, thus reinforcing a customer oriented focus among
employee.
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2. Identifies fail points: Blueprint helps to identify weak points of the chain of
service activities. These points can be the target of the continuous quality
improvement.
3. Improves service design: Line of interaction between internal customers and
employees illuminates the customer’s role and demonstrate where the customer
experiences the quality, thus contributing to informed service design.
4. Rational service design: line of visibility promotes a conscious decision on what
the customer should see and which employee will be in contact with customer,
thus facilitating the rational service design.
5. Continuous quality improvement: line of the internal interaction clarifies
interfaces across departmental lines, with their inherent interdependencies thus
strengthening continuous quality improvements.
6. Identifies resources : Provide the basis for identifying and assessing cost,
revenue, and capital invested in each element of service.
7. Facilitates top down bottom up approach to quality improvement: It enables
the manager to identify channels and support quality improvement efforts of gross
root employee working both frontline and support teams. Employee work team
can create a service map and thus more clearly apply and communicate their
experience and suggestion for improvement.
8. Constitute a rational basis for internal and external marketing: Service blue
print becomes a rational basis for internal and external marketing. For example
the service map makes it easier for an in-house promotion team to overview a
service and select essential messages for communication.(M.K. Rampal, S.L.
Gupta)
9.8

SERVICE FAILURE

Whether it is drawing a blueprint or a service map, failures cannot be totally avoided.
However, the points of potential service failures can be identified and “Fail Safe” can
be designed to reduce their occurrences. According to Chase and Stewart, server errors
can be described as a task, treatment or tangibles.
 Task errors-: These errors include doing work incorrectly or work not
requested, or doing work in the wrong order or too slowly.
 Treatment errors-: These errors include failure to acknowledge, listen to, or
react appropriately to a customer.
 Tangible errors -: These errors may be caused by failure to clean facilities or
provide clean uniforms, or by failure to control the ambient conditions in the
physical environment.
In the case of auto dealer service, all these types of errors do commonly occur. It is
only by a reduction of such errors does a service quality improve. Customer errors can
be related to preparation of the service encounter, the encounter itself, or to the
resolution of the encounter.
 Preparation errors -: These errors may occur because of the failure of the
customers to understand their roles properly in a service encounter.
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Encounter errors-: These errors may be due to customer’s failures to follow
the service process properly.
Resolution errors-: these errors may be due to failures of the customers to point
out the service failures, lack of learning from experience, or lack of appropriate
post encounter actions.

By taking proper proactive strategies, potential service failure points can be
minimized.
9.9

APPLICATION OF SERVICE BLUEPRINT

The service blue print of existing service displays the real moments of the service
provision. It is possible to have a better understanding of the process success factors.
Further analysis of service can be done with different goals in the mind.
Possible objectives could be to increase the client satisfaction, to diminish the process
times, to reduce costs or to increase the service quality. The service blueprint can be
used as starting point for process cost analysis. Service blue print based simulation can
aid in service analysis. Depicting a service with service blueprinting does not
automatically guarantee its validity. With the help of simulations, trouble spots in the
process design can often be exposed.
Complexity, Divergence and Service Positioning using Blue Prints
According to Shostack blueprints can be used to determine the level of complexity and
degree of divergence of a service. Complexity relates to the number of steps and
intricacies, the greater is the complexity. The extent of planned scope or latitude which
contact personnel are given refers to the degree of divergence. Low divergence can
result in a high level of standardization. The symbol fan on the blueprints refers to
points where varying degrees of divergence can be considered. This complexity is
related to the size and number of elements in the blueprint, and divergence depends
on the number of fans in the diagram. Any change in complexity and divergence
reflects on service provider’s judgments on the current and potential customer base.
The molecular diagram of the blueprint will focus on the elements of the process which
affects the positioning and operation (R. Srinivasan).
9.10

KEY WORDS







Augmented: having been made greater in size or value.
Isolate: identify (something) and examine or deal with it separately.
Convention: a way in which something is usually done.
Peripheral: relating to or situated on the edge or periphery of something.
Proactive: creating or controlling a situation rather than just responding to it after
it has happened.
 Complexity: the state or quality of being intricate or complicated.
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 Divergence: to move, lie, or extend in different directions from a common point
 Prominence: the state of being important, famous, or noticeable.
 Ambient: relating to the immediate surroundings of something.
9.11

LET US SUM UP

The service process is the vital element of the marketing mix and it is designed to
identify the fail points and set executional standards of the service to customer
expectations. For introducing the process, there is need of thorough understanding of
customer wants and pattern of behaviour. While designing a process, a process
designer has to maintain a balance between functionality, security, aesthetics and ease
of use by staff. The blueprinting or flow charting is a technique which is used when
planning a new or revised process and prescribing how it ought to function. The
blueprint provides a visual portrayal of a service plan. Service mapping is a technique
which is used to portray an existing service situation and provides a useful tool to
assess and identify service evidence opportunities, the process of service delivery. The
role of customers and employees and the visible elements of the service are
simultaneously displayed in the service map.
Blueprinting provides an overview of the service delivery process, identifies fail
points, improve service design, helps in continuous quality improvement and
constitutes a rational basis for both internal and external marketing. It also provides a
basis for identifying and assessing cost, revenue and capital invested in each element
of service. The key feature of service blueprint is the focus on the customer’s
experience is documented first and is kept fully in view as the other features of the
blueprint are developed.
9.12

MODEL QUESTION

1.
2.
3.
4.

What is a service blueprint? State the advantages of service blueprint.
Discuss the steps involved in in preparation of a service blueprint.
Mention the following points to be considered while building a service blueprint.
What do you mean by service mapping? Also mention the components of service
blueprint.
5. Discuss in detail the concept of service failure.
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10.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVERS

After going through this unit, learners will be able to understand
 Concept of service distribution
 Distribution strategies, issues and the forms of channel of distribution.
 Process and element of service creation and delivery
 Service process and its importance
 Elements of Service marketing mix and service marketing challenges
10.1

INTRODUCTION

Making a better service, pricing it according to the customer value concept and
promoting it using a variety of communication tools are essential ingredients of a
marketer’s mix. But this is not all. The service must be available to customers for
consumption in the right quantity, in right time and in the right locations. If failure
occurs in making services available to customer, marketing would remain on paper.
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Availability and consumption go together. Thus, distribution of services is an
important element of the marketing mix.(Harsh V Verma)
10.2

DISTRIBUTION OF SERVICES

Distribution means availability and accessibility of a service to consumers. From the
customer’s viewpoint, availability means the services are available to the consumer
when he wants it. Accessibility means it is relatively easy for the consumer to conduct
a transaction with a service vendor. Each service operation needs to analyze their
target markets and establish operating hours that are compatible with customer
availability. Operating hours are a critical distribution decision and directly impact
accessibility and availability. Advances in telecommunications have made services
more accessible to customers.(David L.Kurtz). Thus, distribution system may be
defined as the channel, or the means used by which service provider gains access to
potential buyer of service product. The aspects of service distribution are-:
 There is no actual tangible product which is being distributed.
 It involves consumer’s movement to the service location. As the consumer is
part of the service operation, the method of selling and environment within
which service product is made becomes the part of the service experience.
 The intermediaries/ agents play a key role in recommending services to
consumers.
 The service organization has to devise distribution strategies suiting customer
coming directly, through agents or other modes.(M.K. Rampal & S.L.Gupta)
The distribution of service is more challenging than the distribution of goods due to
inherent characteristics such as intangibility, inseparability, variability and perishes
ability. Further service distribution becomes critical in shaping service perception
because of customer participation in service production. The basic objective of
distribution of service is to make services available at the right time and place
accessible to consumer with ease and convenience. (K. Rama Mohana Rao)
10.3

SERVICE TRANSACTION

Distribution system depends upon the transactions in the service. These transactions
can be broadly categorized into three groups which are as follow-:
1. Customers calling service outlets: In this transaction, customers have to go to the
service outlet to avail a service. For example, theatres, health clubs etc.
2. Service firms calling customers: In such transactions, consumers need not to move
from their premises whether it is home or office to avail of the service. The
employees of such organization call on the customers and perform the service at
the desired location. For example, postal service, security service, etc.
3. Service firms transacting with customers at an arm’s length: In such transaction,
there is no need to for service providers to have personal contact and face- to- face
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encounters with the customers. For example, telecom services, cellular services,
credit card services.(K. Rama Mohana Rao)
10.4

DISTRIBUTION STRATEGIES

Channel selection is a difficult decision. While choosing a distribution channel, the
firms need to consider the intensity of market coverage. Market coverage can be
achieved by following one of three strategies given below:
 Intensive distribution-: It is a strategy in which producer sells products and
services at a retail and wholesale levels in a particular territory.(M.K. Rampal).
This distribution makes the service available to as many as possible through a
wider distribution network. It is suitable for mass consumption services such
as transportation, electricity, and telecommunications.(K. Rama Mohana Rao)


Selective distribution-: It is a strategy in which services are offered to an
identified target segment through a limited number of distribution outlet
selected for the purpose. This type of distribution is suitable for services such
as higher and technical education, tourism and courier services



Exclusive distribution-: It offers services to focused segments through
distribution outlets established exclusively for this purpose. This distribution
may be suitable for healthcare services, hospitality services, retail networks
and so on.

10.5

STRATEGIC ISSUES IN SERVICE DISTRIBUTION

The basic strategy issues in service distribution are two-dimensional. One is the
service location and other is a service provider.
A) Service Locations
Location involves considering where to deliver the service to the customer, and
whether the service organization should be single location or multiple locations. (M.K.
Rampal). Where to locate a service outlet is a critical decision, which is influenced by
many factors such as the target consumers, the degree of interaction required with
them and accessibility. Location decisions have strategic importance because they can
be used to develop a competitive advantage because it is a prime consideration in a
customer’s choice of service outlet.
Following are the factors to be considered:1. Proximity: The location of the service should be as close to the target market as
possible. The proximity of the service outlet saves time and energy costs and also
develops affinity among the consumers.
2. Image: The image of the location should match the corporate image of the service
company.
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3. Parking facility: A service outlet without adequate parking facility is less likely
to attract customers
4. Convenience: The location of service outlet should be convenient for customers,
which is often measured in terms of public transport, other shopping facilities,
safety and security and security.
5. Accessibility to other services: A service outlet requires a host of other services
and infrastructural facilities such as electricity, telecommunications, water and
sanitation. The location that provides an adequate qualitative supply of these
services is more suitable for service organization.
6. Competitive advantage: The effect of the competition cannot be ignored while
taking any decision in services. (K. Rama Mohana Rao)
7. Technological innovation: Number of service sectors have realized that they can
gain a considerable competitive edge through changes of distribution. Use of
technology in distribution provides a competitive edge (M.K. Rampal).
B) Service Providers
Service firms need to select those service providers who are capable of managing the
service outlets efficiently and provide quality services to the customers. Service Firms
may opt for direct distribution or private channels, or they may use both to reach target
market. In case of service distribution through a middleman, there are two marketers: Service Principal and Service deliverer. The Service Principal is the service
originator and the service deliverer is distributor. The service deliverer becomes the
co-producer of the service and fulfills the promises of service principal to customers
Distribution of the Flow of Service/ Forms of Channel
There are different ways in for distribution flow of service. There are four choices
available to any service providers which are as follow:
i) Direct marketing: In it services are provided directly through the employees of
service organization.
ii) Use of one intermediary: In this option agents/ brokers are used as a distributor
of the service. In these two flows are possible: direct channel and through agents.
iii) Use of two intermediaries: In this option two types of intermediaries can be used
by the company such as agents/ brokers and franchisers. In this option there are
four flow of service among different parties.
iv) Use of three intermediaries: It involves three types of intermediaries:
agents/brokers, service franchisers and electronic channels. Seven distribution
flows are possible with this option.
10.6

FORMS OF CHANNEL OF DISTRIBUTION

A) Company- Owned Channels:- Some service company prefers to provide services
directly to customers through their own channels. The service company develops
national chains with multiple service outlets at various locations. Company-owned
channels such as the branch network of banks, insurance companies, postal services
and retail chains are common in service distribution. This type of channel offers many
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benefits to company in the form of control, consistency and maintenance of image.
(K. Rama Mohana Rao)
Advantages of Company- Owned Channels are:
 Service delivery, quality standards are easy to maintain
 Employees own the service
 Zero gap between promise and delivery
 Flexibility in operations
 Greater control over operational processes
 Direct feedback from contact employees
 Speedy recovery for the service deficiencies
 Opportunity to establish a direct relationship with the customer
Disadvantages of Company –Owned Channels are:
 Huge investment is required
 Financial risk is more
 Market expansion is difficult
 A failure at some location can affect the whole company’s image
 Difficult to make adjustments needed in business format for different markets
(B) Franchising: It is a type of contractual vertical marketing system that involves a
continuing relationship in which a franchisor (Parent company) provides the right to
use a trade mark plus various forms of management assistance in return for the
payment form franchisee (the owner of the individual business unit).It is a method of
expanding business rapidly with, low capital investments. (M.K. Rampal). It is multisite distribution growth strategy in which third party agrees to establish and operate a
service facility according to Franchiser’s specifications. Most franchisee contracts
allow the franchiser to maintain tight controls over the franchisee’s operation (David
L. Kurtz)
Franchising is mostly used in services businesses such as educational institutions, film
processing companies, hotels and restaurants. Agreements and contracts are essential
documents in franchising. Generally, agreements and contracts include a clear
description of the following:
 Nature of service
 Geographic territory
 Percentage share to be paid to the franchiser on the revenue of the franchisee
 Time period of agreement
 Instructions, interactions and conditions
 Support to be provided by the franchiser
 Roles and responsibilities of the franchisee
 Rules and regulations of termination of agreement(K. Rama Mohana Rao)
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Types of Franchising
There are two types of franchising which are as follow:a) Product or trade name franchising -: It is a distribution contract under which
a franchisor (supplier) authorizes the franchisee to sell a product line using the
franchisor firm’s trade name for purposes of promotion. It focuses on „What is
sold‟. The franchisee agrees to buy from franchisor and also is bound by specific
policies.
b) Business format franchising -: This format covers the entire method for the
business operations. A successful retail business sells right to operator the same
business in different geographical locations. For example, McDonald, KFC are
the examples of business format franchising. The focus in this format is „ How
the business is run‟.(M.K Rampal)
Advantages of Franchising to Franchisor
i) Business expansion and revenue gains: Service companies can reach more
markets without much effort through franchisees. The wider distribution results
in increased revenues, larger market share, brand name, recognition as well as
economies of scale.
ii) Consistency in outlets: Service companies can ensure consistency in
performance of the franchisees with the help of agreement and contracts which
provide standard specifications.
iii) Knowledge of local markets: Greater reach of the market provides adequate
information back through the franchisee, relating to specific issues of the local
market and various dimensions of service quality.
iv) Shared financial risk and investment burden: Franchiser’s investment burden
get reduced significantly because franchisee invest money and other resources
to arrange for required equipment and personal for performing services.
Advantages of Franchising to Franchisee
i) Minimized risk of business
ii) Fast growth of business and learning curve
iii) Fast build up of reputation due to joint promotion
iv) Low stock and financial aids (M.K. Rampal)
Disadvantages of Franchising
i) Problems in Maintaining and Motivating Franchisees: In case of outside
independent operators, it is a more difficult task to motivate the employees to
perform the service as per specification
ii) Quality inconsistency may affect company image: Many a times, the quality
of services offered by franchisee vary from service specifications. There is
danger of losing future business due to negative market image.
iii) Control of customer relationship by the franchisee: As the franchisees have
direct contact with the customer, they build a relationship with them and have
all information about them for which franchisor remain dependent upon
franchisee. (K.Rama Mohana Rao)
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iv) Lower potential profits: As profits are being shared between the franchisee and
franchisor, both earn less than if they operate independently owned outlets.
v) Loss of control: It entails some loss of control over the delivery system and,
thereby, over how customers experience the actual service
vi) Fear of competition: With the passage of time franchisee gain experience, they
may start their own business. They believe that they can operate the business
better without constraints imposed by the agreement.(Christopher Lovelock)
(C) Agents and Brokers-: An agent is an intermediary who is authorized to negotiate
on behalf of the service principal with the customers. Brokers are middlemen who
bring buyers and sellers together and assist in negotiation. Although brokers and
agents are two different kinds of intermediaries, both of them perform similar
functions in service distribution.
Advantages of using agents and brokers
i) Low selling and distribution cost: Agents and brokers work on commission
basis. Service companies need not employ permanent sales force for the purpose.
ii) Specialized skills and knowledge of the agents and brokers: Persons who
choose to be agents and brokers generally possess specialized skills in
persuading people. Service companies exploit those skills in their favour without
any additional cost.
iii) Wider representation in the market: Service companies can appoint many
agents and brokers and can have a wider representation in the market. For
example, LIC.
iv) Knowledge of local markets: Agents and brokers operate within specified
locations, have knowledge on various local issues and possess the talent to
exploit their knowledge for making sales.
v) Customer choice: Customer confidence will be high when they take service
through a known broker or agent.(K. Rama Mohana Rao)
Disadvantages of using agents and brokers
i) Loss of control-: There is loss of control, in pricing and other aspects of
marketing when agents and brokers interfere and prevail over the producers.
ii) Lack of focus-: Some brokers and agents, generally represent multiple service
principals and special focus may not be provided to any of the service principal.
D) Electronic Channels-: Distribution of services through electronic channels without
any direct human interaction because services are distributed through a service
distribution system. These channels are becoming more and more popular in the
distribution system. The examples of the electronic channels are television, telephone,
internet and e- commerce and so on. This channel requires a pre- designed service and
a system to deliver it. Delivery of services through alternate channels, like ATMs, call
centers, the Internet is growing at an ever- increasing pace. The online shopping
market is shared by pure players and multiple channel retailers. Pure players are
companies that do not have an upfront store presence and sell products only via the
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internet. Multi- channel retailers, also called “bricks and clicks” retailers, supplement
conventional stores with on- line services.

Advantages of Electronic Channel
i) Quality control: Service firms can reach customers without any variation in the
standard package through electronic channels.
ii) Cost: The cost incurred for reaching each buyer is lowest through electronic
media when compared to distribution through human resources.
iii) Customer convenience: Whenever and wherever customers want the service,
they can access it through the electronic media.
iv) Distribution: Cost- effective extensive market coverage is possible through
electronic channels.
v) Customer choice: Through electronic media a wide variety of services can be
offered as choices to customers.
Disadvantages of Electronic Channel
i) Lack of customization: Adaptability to local needs is not possible through
electronic channels.
ii) Lack of security of data: Electronic channels do not ensure the security of
personal data such as passwords, account number, etc.
iii) Lack of customer involvement in service delivery: The need for customer
participation is very high in case of electronic channels. Customers should know
how to operate the electronic media.
10.7

DESIGN OF A SERVICE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

A sound design of the system with poor execution will certainly yield poor or some
negative result. For making the distribution system work properly following points are
to be kept in mind:
i)

Align the system properly: An indirect distribution system involves service
principals, intermediaries and customers. These parties have their own
dimensions and goals. To make distribution effective, it is necessary to align the
goals of distribution with corporate goals.
ii) Remember each part of the sales cycle: The sales cycle of any service product
has three phases: “before the sale”, “during the sale” and “after the sale”. Service
companies should focus on accessibility and location to ensure that locating the
service provider is convenient for the customer.
iii) Balance retail and wholesale intermediaries: As both parties requires different
skills and techniques to perform distinctive function, service companies should
ensure that activities of wholesalers and retailers are balanced properly and there
is no ambiguity.
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iv) Keep the intermediaries loyal: As the image of the company depends upon the
intermediaries, so select those who can deliver desired result. They should be
encouraged to build loyal relation with principals through cooperation,
extending support service and exercising control in service processes.
v) Make wholesale intermediaries effective product manager: There should be
a proper delegation of work to intermediaries and they should be made
responsible for the production and distribution of the service.
vi) Pay the price to do Multi- Marketing correctly: Multi marketing provides
greater accessibility to the customer and for market expansion. It involves huge
investment and cost. In order to make the distribution system effective company
should use multi marketing technique and should prepare itself to incur
additional cost on it.
vii) Control the pace of the change: The distribution system should be flexible to
make it adaptable to changes in the business environment. It is necessary to
restructure the intermediary relationship, time and again, and shift towards new
channels.
10.8

PROCESS OF SERVICE CREATION AND DELIVERY

Service delivery is a component of business that defines the interaction between
providers and clients where the provider offers a service, whether that is information
or a task, and the client either finds value or loses value as a result. Good service
delivery provides clients with an increase in value.
10.9

ELEMENTS OF SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM

Running a successful service company should be synonymous with delivering
excelling service. Designing the service delivery system should focus on what creates
value to the core organizations and how to engage frontline employees to deliver the
ultimate customer experience.
The four key elements in such a system are:
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1. Service Culture is built on elements of leadership principles, norms, work habits
and vision, mission and values. Culture is the set of overriding principles according to
which management controls, maintains and develops the social process that manifests
itself as delivery of service and gives value to customers. Once a superior service
delivery system and a realistic service concept have been established, there is no other
component as fundamental to the long-term success of a service organization as its
culture.
2. Employee Engagement includes employee attitude activities, purpose driven
leadership and HR processes. Even the best designed processes and systems will only
be effective if carried out by people with higher engagement. Engagement is the
moderator between the design and the execution of the service excellence model.
3. Service Quality includes strategies, processes and performance management
systems. The strategy and process design is fundamental to the design of the overall
service management model. Helping the client fulfill their mission and supporting
them in the pursuit of their organizational purpose, must be the foundation of any
service provider partnership.
4. Customer Experience includes elements of customer intelligence, account
management and continuous improvements. Perception is king and constantly
evaluating how both customer and end-user perceive service delivery is important for
continuous collaboration. Successful service delivery works on the basis that the
customer is a part of the creation and delivery of the service and then designs processes
built on that philosophy – this is called co-creation.
The order that these four points are listed in is not random and there is a logical
sequence in first defining the service culture, then employee engagement, which will
then foster a high level of service quality, which will then develop the right customer
experience. Therefore, frontline service employees should be empowered to create
appreciated service moments and through their service performance influence and
preferably leverage the purpose of the customer organization.
10.10 SERVICE PROCESS
In order to understand the service product as a process, one can begin by simple
recollection of activities or events that take place while using a service. A service
experience is nothing but passing through a series of pre-determined steps or stages
involving some activity or interaction. A sum total of these create a service experience.
For instance, using an air service involves activities like ticket booking, arrival at the
airport, check-in, security check, boarding, being seated in the plane, meal service,
collection of luggage etc. All these activities are linked together to create a service
experience. Service firms use these processes to create differentiation in their service
products. Difference in service product is nothing but difference in the service process.
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Goods are differentiated on the basis of their physical attributes while services are
differentiated on the basis of the processes that comprise them.
One way of looking into the service process is whether they are visible or invisible to
the customer. For instance, in the airline case, the processes that are visible to
customers are check-in, security check and physical transfer of passenger to the
airplane. On the other hand, the invisible processes include the computerized booking
system, the refreshments procurement process and aircraft preparation process.
The service processes that create the service experience may involve processing of
people, information and materials. Hence, three types of service processes can be
distinguished. The people processing processes make the people or customers pass
through a sequence of activities in order to create a service experience. For instance,
the process of transferring passengers from the airport to the airplane and security
check is people processing process.
The ticketing process at the booking counter or check-in involves processing of
information on the computer system. Finally, the meal service and luggage transfer
involves material processing. All kinds of process must be designed to offer the
customer a satisfying experience.
From the customer’s point of view, services are experiences (e.g., calling a customer
contact center or visiting a library). From the organization’s perspective, services are
processes that have to be designed and managed to create the desired customer
experience. This makes processes the architecture of services. Processes describe the
method and sequence in which service operating systems work and specify how they
link together to create the value proposition promised to customers. In high-contact
services, customers are an integral part of the operation, and the process becomes their
experience. Badly designed processes are likely to annoy customers because they often
result in slow, frustrating, and poor-quality service delivery. Similarly, poor processes
make it difficult for frontline employees to do their jobs well, result in low
productivity, and increase the risk of service failures. (Christopher Lovelock)
10.11 IMPORTANCE OF SERVICE PROCESS
In case of goods, the manufacturing process takes place in factories in factories in the
absence of customers. The processes that lie within the factories tend to be in the sole
domain of operations and the customer rarely comes in contact with them. But in
services, customer interaction with the system is often integral to service creation. This
makes the customer a part of the service process. Service failures, often, are the result
of inadequately and inappropriately designed service processes.
Ideally, the service process must be designed to satisfy the customer. The stories that
float about the poor performance of service firms point to the failure of some process
or the other in delivering a satisfying response. Sometimes, the customer gets bugged
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with the frontline process with he or she interacts and often the poor service experience
is caused by processes that take place in the backroom. For instance, customers in a
departmental store find the checking-out very cumbersome and time consuming. The
checking-out is a frontline customer involving process. Similarly, credit card
customers have horror stories to tell about disappointments and frustrations that they
have to experience in getting across to the relevant department using the customer care
number. Backroom process failures, on the other hand, cause the frontline service to
deteriorate. For instance, order dinner at a restaurant may be a very pleasant experience
due to excellent frontline process design and execution but actual dinner delivery may
be late. Inadequate backroom process in this case is the culprit foe the delay.
Understanding Service Process
Three issues are important in understanding the service process. These are: variety
involved in service process, value addition, and allocation of key tasks.
1. Variety in Process- The variety characteristic pertains to whether the process has a
fixed, non-varying sequence of activities leading to standardized response or services.
Process variety has implications on cost, complexity and flexibility of operations. Less
variety in process usually gives the benefit of cost efficiency but it scores low on
flexibility. Three types of processes can be identified with different degrees of process
variety: runners, repeaters and strangers.
a. Runner category of process refers to standardized set of activities. These are
generally found in high volume operations. A well-laid standardized sequence
of activities are performed gain and again in this process with variation. These
processes lend successfully to tight process control and automation. For
instance, railway inquiry about the train arrival or departure or checking the
bank account balance is now automated using computerized systems. The
standardized, routine nature of the process allows high efficiency in operations.
b. Repeaters category of process is more or less same as runners except that they
tend to be little more complex and occur less frequently. Repeaters often come
into existence as a result of unforeseen expansion of services and the runner
process that was designed to handle standardized service is now made to handle
variety. For instance, a pizza restaurant expands its menu entry by including
burgers. This often happens when a service firm, which begins with limited
service, expands into other services. Repeaters often take more resources and
may require re-learning or process adjustment.
c. Strangers are non-standardized processes. They are least frequent and often
take the form of one off projects. In case of strangers, demand forecasting is
difficult and resource requirements tend to be ill-defined. When a firm adds a
new service, stranger processes are added which later on move on to become
repeaters and runners.
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2. Value Addition in Process- The service are processes. The process, which makes
up the service, consists of a number of sub-processes or activities. The next step in
developing true understanding of the service process is to appreciate how much value
is added in different parts of the process. This means which part of the process is most
important to the customer.
The customer may not be equally sensitive to each stage in the service process. For
instance, is a bank customer more sensitive to the “treatment” or “interaction” that
takes place in the customer contact area between the employee and the customer or
are the backroom processes that determine accuracy and reliability more important?
That part of the service process which takes place in the backroom and does not
involve customer contact is probably more important in case of a bank because
customer quality connotation in banking context is driven more by reliability. The
opposite may be true for a lounge in a five-star hotel. The frontline process may be
more important and value driven in this case.
3. Task Allocation- The third aspect in understanding the service process involves
allocation of tasks that are to be carried out throughout the process. Depending upon
the value focus of the service process, the tasks must be allocated. One simple way
through which the service process can be broken down is front office and back office.
Tasks must be distributed between the front office and the back office depending upon
the importance. It is important to know that task allocation cannot be fixed for all times
to come. Allocation would change according to changes in the service concept. For
instance, the grocery stores in India, that served the local clientele, focused on frontline
activities to create and build relationships with customers. But now, this approach
seems to be becoming less effective with the emergence of twin-worker families. Both
the partners work now and therefore do not have time to visit and interact with sellers.
The service concept is now shifting from face-to-face interaction to remote selling.
What customer now values is the efficiency of executing transactions over phone or
other media not the quality of interaction with the seller. This shift accordingly
requires reallocation of tasks and focus from front to back office, requiring
investments in information technology. (Harsh V. Verma)
10.12 IMPORTANCE OF CUSTOMER IN SERVICE CREATION AND
DELIVERY
Customer participation at some level is inevitable in all service situations. Services are
actions or performances, typically produced and consumed simultaneously. In many
situations employees, customers, and even others in the service environment interact
to produce the ultimate service outcome. Because they participate, customers are
indispensable to the production process of service organizations, and in many
situations they can control or contribute significantly to their own dis/satisfaction.


Customer Receiving the Service- Because the customer participates in the
delivery process, he or she can contribute to narrowing or widening gap
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through behaviours that are appropriate or inappropriate, effective or
ineffective, productive or unproductive.The level of customer participationlow, medium, or high- varies across services. In some cases, all that is required
is the customer’s physical presence (low level of participation), with the
employees of the firm doing all the service production work.
In other situations, consumer inputs are required to aid the service organization
in creating the service (moderate level of participation). Inputs can include
information, effort, or physical possessions. In some situations, customers are
truly co-creators of the service (high level of participation). For these services,
customers have important participation roles that affect the nature of the
service outcome. The effectiveness of customer involvement at all the levels
will affect organizational productivity, and ultimately, service quality and
customer satisfaction.


Fellow Customers- In many service contexts, customers receive and/or co
create the service simultaneously with other customers or must wait their turn
while other customers are being served. In both cases, “fellow customer’s are
present in the service environment and can affect the nature of the service
outcome or process.Fellow customers can enhance or detract from customer
satisfaction and perceptions of quality. Some of the ways fellow customers can
negatively affect the service experience are by exhibiting disruptive
behaviours, causing delays, excessively crowding, and manifesting
incompatible needs. In some cases, overly demanding customers can cause a
delay for others while their needs are met. This occurrence is most common in
banks, post offices, and customer service counters in retail stores.Excessive
crowding or overuse of a service can also affect the nature of the customer‟s
experience.(Valarie A. Zeithaml)

Customer’s Roles
As participants in service creation, production, and delivery, customers can perform
three major roles.. These are explained as follows:

Customers as Productive Resources- Service customers have been referred to
as “partial employees” of the organization- human resources who contribute to
the Organization’s productive capacity. If customers contribute effort, time, or
other resources to the service production process, they should be considered as
part of the organization. Customer inputs can affect the organization’s
productivity through both the quality of what they contribute and the resulting
quality and quantity of output generated. In a business-to-business service
context the contributions of the client can enhance the overall productivity of
the firm in both quality and quantity of service.
Customer participation in service production raises a number of issues for
organizations. Because customers can influence both the quality and quantity
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of production so delivery system should be isolated as much as possible from
customer inputs to reduce the uncertainty they can bring into the production
process. But services can be delivered more efficiently if customers are truly
viewed as partial employees and their coproduction roles are designed to
maximize their contributions to the service creation process. Organizational
productivity is increased by using customers as a resource to perform tasks
efficiently which were completed by employees previously.


Customers as Contributors to Service Quality and Satisfaction- Another role
customers can play in service co-creation and delivery is that of contributor to
their own satisfaction and the ultimate quality of the services they receive.
Customers may care little that they have increased productivity of the
organization through their participation, but they likely care a great deal about
whether their needs are fulfilled. Effective customer participation can increase
the likelihood that needs are met and that the benefits the customer seeks are
actually attained, especially for services such as health care, education,
personal fitness, and weight loss, in which service outcome is highly dependent
on customer participation.



Customers as Competitors- The third role played by service customers are that
of potential competitor in performing the service for themselves. If self-service
customers can be viewed as resources of the firm, or as “partial employees,”
they can also partially or entirely perform the service for themselves and not
need the provider at all. Thus, customers in sense are the competitors of the
companies that supply the service. (Valarie A. Zeithaml)

10.13 SERVICE MARKETING MIX
In the words of Philip Kotler, “Marketing Mix is the set of controllable variables and
their levels that the firm uses to influence the target market.” Marketing mix is a
combination of various elements, namely, Product, Price, Place (replaced by Physical
Distribution) and Promotion.
The marketing mix concept is for both product and services. For product the marketing
mix has 4P’s, but in case of services additional 3P’s are there. Moreover, the 4P’s of
marketing mix related to products requires some modifications when they are to be
applied to the service marketing. The major challenges faced by the service marketer
are the heterogeneity of services, needs and requirements of the customers,
Perishability of services or absence of inventories, etc., necessitate the extension of
marketing mix to include people, process and physical distribution in service
marketing mix. The inseparability of services leads to the requirement of people in
marketing mix. The Perishability of services leading to its non-storage or no inventory
makes the process of service marketing a critical one, so it match the flow of supply
and demand process was needed to be included in service marketing mix. For making
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the intangible services appear tangible one there was a need of physical evidence in
service marketing mix.
Example: McDonald’s, KFC, Pizzza Hut are perfect examples of homogeneity of
services. The customer would experience same whether he is in India or in any other
part of the world.
10.14 ELEMENTS OF SERVICE MARKETING MIX
The main elements of service marketing mix are as follows:
 Product (Service Package)
 Price
 Promotion
 Place
 People
 Process
 Physical Evidence
1.

Product (Service Package): Services are intangible products. Service Marketer
has to keep in mind that the products are not purchased by the customers rather
they purchase the attributes of the products which are converted into benefits. The
main important aspect of service marketing is to consider the needs, benefits and
satisfaction of the consumers of the services.
For achieving success a service marketer has to match the consumers’ needs with
the service delivered by the service provider. For this, following levels has to be
analysed:
 Customer Benefit: The services offered by the service provider must be in
accordance with the customer benefit. The services must be changed
according to the change in time and changes in the customer preferences.
 Service Concept: The service concept basically means what services are
being provided by the service provider. For example, a theatre owner
provides entertainment services; it can include movies, drama, theatrical
programs, music concerts and many more things. All these define the service
concept.
 Service Offer: The service offer includes all the types of services being
offered by the service provider. When a service is offered, it includes both
tangible and intangible elements. The service provider must control these.
Like in the same example of a theatre, the service provider can provide
comfortable seats, good music systems, etc.
 Service Delivery System: The service delivery system is very important
constituent of service marketing mix. This includes people and physical
evidence part. Like if a customer goes to a bank, then the people would be
the bank officials and physical evidence would be the bank building, counter,
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signatures, furniture, etc. These are tangible items of the service provided and
have a huge impact on the services provided.
2.

Price: In case of products, the price is used for every type of products like clothes,
durables, etc. But in case of services, the price is different for different types of
services. Like if the service provided is legal services then price is fee, in case of
stock broker the price is commission, in case of education it is tuition fees, in case
of insurance it is premium, in case of banking services it is interest and many
more. The service provider has to be very careful while deciding the price of the
services due to perishable nature of the services. The intangibility of the services
is also significant for consideration in determination of prices.
Like in case of lawyer, the price will depend upon the different cases and the
expertise needed in it. Following types of pricing methods can be used:
 Differential Pricing: In this different prices are charged from different
customers. For example: in a theatre the price varies according to the rows in
the theatre.
 Discount Pricing: This type of pricing methods is used by the companies by
offering discount to commission agents, brokers, dealers, etc., and even to
customers this type of pricing method is used when the new service is
introduced.
 Diversionary Pricing: In this method a low price is charged first to attract
customers by just offering lower price on basic services. And the additional
services provided to the customer are charged at the normal price.
 Guaranteed Pricing: In this method of pricing, a guaranteed price is charged
from the customer on the results only. Like employment exchanges charge
fee from a person only at that time when that person gets the job.
 High Price Maintenance Pricing: This method of pricing is used by the
doctors when the services differ according to the quality of service provided.

3.

Promotion: The promotion of the services is a very vital part of service marketing
mix. Promotion means to promote the service in the eyes of the customers.
Promotion is considered to be beneficial only when the products to be sold are
promoted as per the wants and desires of the customers not according to the seller.
To have a successful promotion of the product, the service provider has to make
a favourable positive image in the eyes of the customers about the attributes of
the service provided. Advertising, publicity, personal selling and sales promotion
any of these methods can be used for promoting the service according to the
requirements of the service.

4.

Place: In case of place or physical distribution, the major issue is about the
location of the services so that maximum numbers of customers are covered.
Channels of distribution of services are short i.e. from direct manufacturer to
ultimate consumer. Although the distribution channel is short but still a large
number of intermediaries are involved in it. For example: while establishing a
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university, schools, colleges, banks, hospitals, etc. the location is important point
of consideration as its location will ultimately affect it in all manners. The service
marketer has to consider the channels of distribution properly as the channels of
distribution of products are different from that of services.
5.

People: People, the human element is an important constituent of marketing mix.
The people include both the service provider employees as well as the customers.
The contact personnel of the service provider company are those personnel with
whom the customers contact. The customers make the whole image of the
company by talking and interacting with those personnel. Thus, the contact
personnel needs to be polite, well-informed, well-behaved, courageous so that the
customers get satisfied after talking with them and the customers get full required
information from them. If the service provider firm cares about both the
employees and the customers, then it could lead to increased motivation and to
higher level of satisfaction which would ultimately brings loyalty to the company
from both employees and customer’s behalf.

6.

Process: The process element means the way in which the service is delivered to
the customer. In includes two points; first the inseparability feature of the service.
It includes the way in which the company’s personnel deliver the service and the
way in which the customer participate in the service delivery process. The second
point is auxiliary i.e. the added value of the service the way in which the service
of the company is different from that of its competitors.

7.

Physical Evidence: Physical Evidence means the environment in which the
service is provided. As the services are intangible, the customer needs a tangible
clue about the service which would enable them to evaluate the service. These
physical evidences verify the existence of the service. These can be peripheral
evidence which generally possessed as a part of purchase, like in case of opening
a bank account, cheque book and pass book are physical evidences; and it can be
essential evidences like in case of purchase of airline services the customer gets
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the service ticket as an essential evidence of the purchase of service.

10.15 SERVICES MARKETING CHALLENGES
Making, liquating and profiting with both product and services businesses are
challenges making physical evidence for their product and services are more difficult
to the service people services products can’t be stored like as manufacturing products
like that challenges having faced by the services sector.
1. Clients can’t see or touch services before they purchase them.
According to CARMAN AND UHL ,a buyer of a products have an opportunity to see
,touch, hear, smell them before they buy of course we don’t find the same thing with
the services product it is a challenge to the services people. As for example, the
banking organisations promote the sale of credit cards by visualizing the convenience
and comforts the holders of the credit cards are likely to get from the same. Thus it is
right to mention that due to intangibility, the selling of services become much more
challenge.
2. Services are must consumed while produced
It is a special challenge in services marketing, in the case of manufacturing products
can be stored till consumed by the buyers but services production should be done with
customer presents, it is creating a very different and challenging dynamic.
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3. Resources cannot fully utilized
Services products produced when the presence of clients, Hence, the resources remain
ideal. If the clients are not coming it makes more challenge in the services marketing
to ensure quality and Competitive price.
4. Lack of well-developed networks and infrastructure
The biggest challenge to the services marketing are supply related issues pertaining to
distribution and infrastructure .The lack of well-developed distribution networks
makes it especially challenging to penetrate the fast growing areas .in addition, regular
power cuts and poor road linkages make more challenges.
5. New marketing platforms
Consumers has evolved with times ,while conventional media continues to be
important, focus for change is on new media such as the internet and mobile phones.
These form an important part of the consumer search process in the buying process
and therefore services marketing companies are increasing investments behind online
marketing.
10.16 KEY WORDS
 Service Outlets: an organized system of labour and material aids used to supply
the needs of the public.
 Intensity: extreme degree of strength, force, energy, or feeling.
 Brokers: a person who buys and sells goods or assets for others.
 Compatible: able to exist or occur together without problems or conflict.
 Exclusive: excluding or not admitting other things
10.17 LET US SUM UP
Service delivery is a component of business that defines the interaction between
providers and clients where the provider offers a service. Managing customer in the
process of service delivery is critical challenge for service firms. Whereas
manufacturers are not concerned with customer participation, service managers
constantly face this issue because their customers are often present and active partners
in service production and co-creation. Through understanding the importance of
customers in service creation and delivery and identifying the roles played by the
customer in a particular context, managers can develop strategies to enhance customer
participation.
The role of distribution is to make the service reach the target market. What? How?
Where? When? Responses to these four questions form the foundation of any service
distribution strategy. The distribution of service is a difficult proposition, due to the
fact that services are intangible, inseparable and variable. In case of designing a
distribution system for the service organizations, marketers face the challenge of
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selecting the channel of distribution and to provide the physical facilities for
distribution of services. The channels of service distribution are short and simple
because the services are created, sold and consumed simultaneously. In this case the
direct channel is followed. When the service providers want to expand their market to
other locations, they should either open the branches or use middlemen for the
purpose. The major challenge faced is to provide the same quality specifications in all
service outlets. The location of service outlets and the service deliverer are two critical
issues in service distribution. Service distribution strategy should address the issues of
place and time, and pay attention to speed, scheduling and electronic access.
10.18 MODEL QUESTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Explain the distribution of Services.
Discuss the strategies to achieve market coverage.
State the factors to be considered while selecting the service location.
Discuss the following forms of channel of distribution and its advantages and
disadvantages:
 Company Owned channel
 Franchising
 Agents and Brokers
 Electronic channel
5. Explain the four key elements of service delivery System.
6. Define Marketing Mix and discuss the elements of Service Marketing mix.
10.19 FURTHER REFERENCE
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